Do you still deny the need of hell?
***************************************
India, 2018 first half... reprehensible events ... anger... protest ... candle march ...
emotions high... demand for strict punishment for perverts... poor girls brutally violated...
In the wake of Asifa's heart-wrenching rape and murder, everyone is angry & aghast.
Everyone is demanding strictest punishment for the culprits except a few depraved people.
It is unimaginable how dangerous human beings can become to their own kind. An innocent
little girl was meted out with torture and atrocities beyond wildest thoughts. Will the
perpetrators of this heinous crime get punished? Will they ever be subjected to a
punishment as severe as the torment they inflicted upon their helpless victim?
Let's face it, corruption and bias routinely fail the justice system set up by human beings.
There is a high chance that the culprits will not get any punishment as happens in majority
of such cases in our country. Besides, even if they do, it can never be equal to the suffering
they caused to their victim.
In this highly charged emotional environment people want strictest punishment for culprits.
However, as time will pass, protest, emotions and anger will subside.
If we take a pause and reflect upon the facts of the matter, two things become evident:
1.Poor soul was not violated because of any sin committed by her in some "previous" life.
The popular belief of 'awagaman' says that you suffer in this world because of sins done in a
"previous life". Has anyone guts to say it loud that the girl was treated inhumanly because
of her own sins in some previous birth? No, as there is only one worldly life.
2. Culprits deserve strictest punishment. What if the man made justice system fails to
deliver justice? Will there be no retribution handed to them ever? Heart and mind say that it
will be gross injustice on the part of humanity. If these criminals are not held accountable
for their deeds then the concept of God's justice becomes meaningless.
Good news is that everyone will be held accountable for his / her deeds in the life hereafter.
No matter how powerful you are, no matter how much you evade punishment here - you
are going to be held accountable for your deeds in the life hereafter. Those who violated
poor souls, they will be given utmost punishment in the hell.
There is definitely a need of hell in the hereafter as justice is seldom served here
in this world.

